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1.
CHAPTIilR 1.
INTRODUCTION,
The earliest form of bill of ladins had no value as a credit
instriiment , and was not even regarded as coramercial paper. It v^^as
simply a receipt given to the shipper by the carrier as evidence that
the goods had been received, and as evidence of a contract to deliver
bhem in good condition at their destination. The bill did not indi-
cate ownership of the goods represented. Very early, however, mer-
chants came to regard the bill as indication of ownership, a view
which was recognized by the courts of England as early as 1697. When
the shipper made no stipulations as to delivery, the carrier fulfilled
his part of the contract upon delivery of the goods to the person
named in the bill as consignee. When satisfied that the party apply-
ing for the goods was the one to whom they were consigned, he could
deliver the goods without taking up the bill of lading or even without
requiring the ^a.rty to show it.
Since the bill afforded no protection against the consignee for
pajanent of the goods, it was early displaced in ordinary usage by a
Form in which the shipper made the goods deliverable to himself, v/ith
I memorandum attached directing the carrier to notify the purchaser on
irrival. In such a transaction the shipper fetained possession of the
Soods, the railroad being merely bailee. This bill only guaranteed to
ihe shipper pa^rment for the goods.
The use of the bill of lading as security for loans arose out
if the demand for a commodity currency which coiild be used to relieve
he financial strain in local communities during t'ne crop moving
:
eriod. In the early days the farmer sold his crop directly to the
consumer througli commission men in the cities. With this method he

ATas compelled to wait soraetirries for we^jks laofore receiving his pay.
Then arose the merchant who would purchase the crop in a community
and sell in large quantities to the consumer. For the merchant with
large personal credit there was no difficult^'- in financing the crop,
Ke could borrow the money necessary to liandle the shipments during the
season. It was the small merchant who felt the need of some method "by
which lie oould more quickly convert his purchases of grain into cash.
He was limited in the extent of his "business at smy one time to the
amount of purchases which he could actually cover with his own limited
capital.
Since the whole crop of a season had to "re handled in a compar-
atively limited period of time, the merchant of small means found
himself greatly handicapped. The hanks had money which thQy were glad
to loan o.n proper security, and it was the use of the bill of lading,
as this security that made it a valuable instrument in relieving the
financial stringency. After purchasing a large araount of grain the
merchant would sell it immediately and draw a draft on the purchases
for tiie amount. He would discount the draft at his bank turning over
the bill of lading as securitjr. With t}ie money thus obtained he v/ould
pay the farmers from whom he purchased the grain and be ready to begin
purchasing for another shipment. The bank v/ould forward the draft
with the bill of lading attached to its correspondent bank in the city
in which the purchaser resided. When t]ie purchaser paid or accepted
the draft, the bank would surrender the bill of lading and the trans-
action would be completed so far ay the bank was concerned.
But under this system dishonest parties -^ound it easy to per-
petrate fraud. Cases arose in v\rhich the bank holding the bill of lad-
ing for acceptance, afterwards learned that the purchaser had obtained
possession of the goods without the bill of lading and had disposed of
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the proceeds. As "between two innocent parties the question then aroso
as to who should be responsible for the loss, the railroad company or
the bank. The loss in such a case may not be due to the negligence oi
either party, the bank however suffers the loss. The loss is due to
the fact that the bill of lading itself is a defective security.
Attempts to fix definitely the railroad's responsibility and to make
the bill a negotiable instrument by statute have not been very suc-
cessful. The situation is very much the same as existed regarding
promissory notes at the latter part of the 17th and the beginning of
the 18th centuries. The demand at that time for an improved commer-
cial instrument to take the place of those then in use gave rise to
the promissory note in 1670. Decisions against the negotiability of
promissory notes were rendered in England in 1702, but the matter was
settled in 1704 by an act of Parliament making these instruments nego-
tiable. The attempt to correct the evils of the bill of lading as
a commercial instruiaent has met with still greater difficulties. The
courts have been slow to recognise legislation making these instru-
ments " negotiable in every respect like bills of exchange" fearing
injustice to creditors and railway comp.anies, Tlie latter have oppos-
ed legislation fixing liability upon them for the genuire and accuracy
of their bills of lading because they are not materially benefitted.
The merchants have taken the broader view that the railroads and
creditors should be compelled to make certain sacrifices in the in-
terest of an instrument whose general ^mlue to the commercial world
is as great as that of the bill of lading. Much kas been accompli shet
in recent years b^^ the Interestate Cdramerce Commission and the
American Bankers' Association to secure cooperation in obtaining a
bill that will be satisfactory to the various interests and that will
have the qualities of a safe security.
============================^^
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CHAPTJ5R 2.
THE BILL OF LADIITG AS SECTmiTY. ITS DEFECTS AITL POGITIOM AT COmm
LAW.
In the United States the inland Bill of Lading has acquired a
position of importance and usefulness not attained in Continental
Countries. Several important reasons might "be given for this. One
of them is the geographical difference hetween the U.S. and the
European countries. The latter are small and lines of transportation
are comparatively short. The time required therefore to get the
crops to market is much less than in this country.
Anotrier reason is that they do not have the irairiens e cotton crop
or grain crops to handle such as we have in a short period of time.
Some authorities have attributed our extreme use of the hill as
collateral to our inelastic credit system, sa3'"ing that it has "been
pressed into service during the periods of financial stringency to
help market these heavy cotton and grain crops.
They say that European countries have more highly developed
financial systems and therefoj^^do not need the assistance of the "bill
of lading as a hasis of credit. Therefore, while bills of lading for
water transportation are in universa,l use as collateral in Continent-
al countries, the hills of railroads are never used in this capacity.
While the "bill of lading proha'bly bears an indirect relation to our
credit system, we cannot howeyer say that its use as a. security is in
any way due to defects in the credit system. Canada has one of the
most elastic currency sj'-stems in existence, and yet the bill of lad-
ing is used as security in that country/- in the same wa3/' as in the
United States and to the same extent. The bill must be regarded as a
basis for individual credit and quite independent of our national
credit system.
I
5,
In this country nearly the whole of the cotton and tohacco
crop^ ar3 marketed on the security'- of the hill of lading. Eea.vy luia-
and
her flour shipxaents, are financed in the sarae manner. This use of
the instrument has "been extended within the last few years to dried
fruits, and in fact to nearly every form of produce. In 1905 (1)
it was estimated that the total value of the shipments durinf^ the
year financed on the "bill of lading as security amounted to
13,000,000,000. estimates (2) for the year 1907 stated that the
total value of shipments of g®ods during the year represented oy
hills of lading amounted to |l7 ,000,000,000.
Of this amount #12,000,000,000 was represejjted hy straight "bill
or order bills on which no advances were raa,de. The other |5, 000, 000,
000 was represented "by order "bills used as security. According to
this, loans were made on hills of lading representing about one
third of the value of our country's agricultural products, the princ-
ipal ones being, cotton, rice, tobacco, and wheat. 'Flour and lumbar
are included ia these estimates.
Our banks have always shov/n a strong tendency to prefer collat-
eral to personal security and the bill of lading up till 1900 was
pretty generally accepted as good security. Before t]iat time very
few losses ever reported an this class of security but since that
time the number of losses has increased bo rapidly that the bill has
come to be looked upon more and more with suspicion. These losses
have been the result of serious defects in the nature and form of the
bill of lading as security and to the lack of laws defining the right
of third parties holding bills of lading against the carriers issuing
them for the value of the goods they represent,
(1) Van Duesen Bulletin Am. Institute of Bank Clerks V. 7 P. 1000.
(2) Piersons Com. of Bankers of American Bankers Association 1907.
\{
(
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One of the great defects of the bill of lading as security is
its lack of negotialDility . ^'rom its nature it is lesFj adaptable to
negotiability than bills of exchange. This is true because it repre-
sents goods and not money. It therefore has no definite value and
cannot be classed with money instruments. The difficult legal ques-
tion connected the negotiability of the bill is whether the parties
can by agreement give the instrument a character of negotiability
which has not been given it by tlie la.v/. The courts of the United
States, both federal and state, have uniformly held that they cannot.
In the numerous controversies which have arisen between the carriers
and the bona fide transferees of order bills, the former have not
failed to take advantage of the legal defects of the bill and have
frequently escaped liability for breach of contract on the ground of
its non-negotiability.
G-reatsr losses however result from defects of form of the bill
than from its non-negotiability. While the latter defect of the
bill is an incumbrance to its use as a security, the former actual-
ly opens an easy avenue to fraud . Mr. Pierson says the inland bill
of lading represents probably the most carelessly dravm coj-nmercial
document in use at the pr^isent time. The average bill is filled out
with pencil, giving every'Gpportunity for changing the date and amount,
One common method of fraud has been that of inserting the words
on
" order of" straight bills which have no nego tiabilitjf and which are
therefore not taken up by the railroads. A banker who purchases such
a bill has no claim either for the goods or for their value.
Still more dangerous is the Spent Bill or Dead Bill, which
though an order bill, has not been taken up upon the delivery of the
goods. The courts have held that such a bill loses its validity on
deliveiy of the goods, and a subsequent purchaser has no recourse
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against the carrier for his carelessness in failing to take it up.
The method of issuing bills now in use makes it easy for trie agent t
issue fictitious iDills in collusion with the shipper who then nego-
tiates thera as true bills.
The third defect of the bill as security is the uncertain li-
ability of the carrier. This is the result in many cases of the
defects of form and non-negotiability already referred to. In some
instances the railroad companies have not been held liable for alter-
ations, or for bills issued when no goods have been received. The
Hew York Times Oct. 2, 1907, gives an account of one case in which
a German firm paid $100,000 upon the faith of bills representing
$200,000 worth of goods, of which 50 tons had been shipped instead of
3,000 tons. The railroad company was not held liable.
The federal courts have also refused to hold the carriers for
fictitious bills issued by the agent. The dC'erse has been that the
railroad cannot be held for the unauthorized acts of its agents.
Neither has it been held liable for bills issued hefore the goods werit
received. Carriers have for instance been lield not liable, where
the consignee paid a draft for $5,900 upon a cotton bill upon which
no cotton was shipped, (l) where the agents signature was procured
fraudulently to a bill for a larger quantity than was shipped, (2)
where commission merchants paid a draft upon bills covering grain
never shipped, (3) where a bank purchased a draft on the security of
a bill for grain never received, (4) where two bills were issued for
the same shipment and both were negotiated, one being intended in
(1) Pollard Vinton,- 105 U. S. 7.
(2) The Loon, 7 Blatch 244
(3) R.R. vs. Vaikens,44 Md.l.
(4) Bank v Railroad, 44 m.nn. 244.
I
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place of the other at a different destination but the old 01 e not
"being surrendered, (1) where the hill v/r.s issued to a prospective
shipper of cotton and negotiated, "but the cotton was destroyed "by a
fire "before receipt y)y the railroad. (2)
Since the "bill of lading has "been put to the sajae uses in the
United States as it has in England its negotiability and the car-
rier's liability under it have been governed largely by the princi-
ples laid down in the English Coiiinon Law, At coramon law t}i8 bill was
assignable and the assignee acquired title to the goods but he had no
right to sue on trie contract. This had to be done in the name of the
original holder. Any raaterial alteration destroyed the bill entirely
even in trie h-^.nds of a bona fide purchaser. It then came to be re-
cognized that the carrier was bound not to deliver the go rids repre-
sented 03'- an " order" bill, except upon production of the bill, and
that it was liable to the bona fide holder if it delivered the goods
to another partj^. But if it delivered to the right party without
taking up the bill it was not in many cases liable to a subsequent
holder.
Such was the situation in England before 1855 and such is the
general situation in trie states in this country v«rhich have no stat-
utes modifying the common law. The negotiability of the bill in
England has been somewhat increased loy the acts of 1855 and 1889.
Greater difficulty has arisen here from the wide differences of
interpretation of the common law by the courts in the various states.
In many states fne carrier is not liable where it has failed, to take
up nnd cancel the bill of lading and it has been subsequently re-
issued by the agent.
(1) Williams' R.R. 93 N.G. 42.
(2) 154 U.S. . 155.
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But in Ratzer v. Burlinston etc Co., 64 Minn. ?.45, the supreme
court of Minnesota took a directly contrary stand. It recognized the
well established custom in commercial circles of inakins advances on
such bills. " To allow the railroad company to ignore this custom,"
II
said the court," would be to destroy tliat custom itself.
The effect of this custom, independent of statute is to make
bills of lading to some extent and for some purposes negotiable, and
to give superior rights to innocent transferees in the usual course
of businesrs". Chief Justice Horton of the Kansas Supreme Court tak-
ing a similar stand as to the aarrier's liability'', made the following
statement. (1) "It enables the capitalist and banker to obtain fair
rates of interest ^^or the money he has to loan, and insures him, in
the way of bills of lading, excellent security. It also furnishes
additional business to the railroad companies, as it facilitates rmd
increases shipments of produce to the markets, A mode of busineso so
bf-^neficial to many classes ought to receive the favoring recognition
of the law to aid its continuance".
Unfortunately these courts are in the minority on this point,
since the Supreme Court of the United States and most of the state
courts have taken the other view.
In some states, (2) if a station agent issues bills of lading
for goods never received and the bills come into the hands of an in-
nocent purchaser, the carrier is estopped from denying receipt of the
goods. The view of the courts in these states is that the agent is
held out to the world to possess authority to issue such bills and
that the carrier is bound bjr his acts although no goods have been
received.
On this question of the carrier's liability for the acts of its>
(1) Bank vs. R.R. 20 Kanaas 519,
(2) Kew York, Pennsylvania, Kansas, Tennessee, Illinois, Nebraska.
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agents, the federal courts and many of the state courts have followed
the rule laid down in a long list of English d^cissions. They have
regarded the v/hole question as one of agency. They hold that the
agent is not authorized to issue bills virhen no goods are received.
Their view is that this fact is well known to the commercial world,
therefore any person purchasing a "bill of lading acts at his own risk
as respects the actual receipt of the goods. They have applied the
rule whether the hill was issued fraudulently, or by collusion, or
"by zni stake.

11.
CFAPTKR 3.
STATE AjU) federal LEGISLATION.
The attempts of the various states to fix the carrier's lia-
"bilitj'- and the degree of negotiability hy statute have not "been very
successful. Several states have attempted to raise the hill of lad-
ing to the level of bills of exchange, hut such laws have in most
cases been so interpreted as to have become ineffective. The courts
have been reluctant to recognize statutes making the bill absolute-
ly negotiable, since the holder of a bill representing stolen goods
would have a better title than the r-iaJ. owner. This would open the
way to fraud. Statutes making the carrier liable for the value of
the goods naj'ied would practically compel it to open all boxes receivec
to see that the goods contained were those named in the bill. The
courts have recognized that there are certain losses to which goods
in transportation are subject for whicli the railroad should not be
held responsible and from which it is justified in protecting itself
. For
by the contract conditions of the bill, these reasons therefore the
courts have not recognised statutes making the railroad liable for
the value of the goods naraed in the bill of lading.
The statutes passed by the states have varried a great deal,
but all have ha;d the same general objects in view. They have provid-
ed: 1, That bills of lading be made negotiable by endorsenent and
delivery"to the same extent, "or " in tlie same manner," or" with like
effect", ( the phrase varying in the different states) as bills of
exchange and promissory notes, Bil'^s marked " not negotiable " have
been excepted, 2. That delivery of goods without taking up the bill of
lading be made a criminal offense, carr^/ing with it in some states a
civil liability for daxiiages. 3. That railroads be made liable to
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"bona fide holders of fictitious bills issued through fraud or mistake,
where no Floods have "been received, a criminal penalty "beins provided
against the fraudulent user of such bills. All but one have except-
ed bills marked " non-negotiable," but have in no case made a dis-
\
tinction between " order " and " straight" bills, (l)
These efforts of the states have accomplished very little. In
nearly every case the carriers have avoided the statutes by printing
" not negotiable" on their bills which make them exempt. They then
give the bill a certain degree of negotiability by a printed stipula-
tion that if the word order be written immediately before or after
the name of the consignee, without any condition or limitation other
than the name of the party to be notified on the arrival of the goods,
the company would require the surrender of the bill properly endorsed
before the property would be surrendered, and that if the word "or-
der" be not written in this prescribed manner the company r^^serves the
right to demand the surrender of the bill or not, as it chooses. The
practice of stamping " non-negotiable" on the bills has led to
further confusion since its effect upon their negotiability has been
variously interpreted by the courts. In some cases (2) it has been
to
held exempt the bill entireljf^ from the provisions of the statutes,
and to leave the relations of the parties to be governed by common
law principles. In one case (3) it was held to take from the bill
even the assignability recognised at common law; in still another
case (4) the provision " not negotiable" was held void because the
statute providing negotiability prohibited conditions limiting
(1) Maryland-Act of 1902 distinctly defines " order bills" and regu-
lates them as such.
(2) Barnum Grain Co. v. (Jreat 'jTorthern. 112 IT.V/. 1050
(3) Bank of Bristol vs. E. & 0. B.R. CO. 99 Md.661 •»
(4) Midland Hat. Bank v. Mo. Pac . By. CO. 13 Mo. 492
\(
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negotiability, Mr . Thomas Paton has condemmed the v/ords " not nego-
tiable" as contradictory to the aim and spirit of an " order" "bill of
lading saying thej'- have no place cn imstruinents of credit. (1)
Alabama passed a law which provided that the " carrier is liahi^
to any person injured thereby ( bill of lading) for all damages
immediate or consequential there from resulting ." A cise (2) w?.s
tried under this provision in which the agent had issued a fictitious
bill. The railroad was held not liable since there was no party who
could transfer rights under such a bill. The court held that it was
the bank's business to see that such a firm existed.
The state of New York has a statute which requires the carrier
to surrender the bill of lading and makes the violation of this pro-
vision a crime. There is however no provision for redress to the
injured party. In one case a straight bill was not taken up and the
holder altered it to read "Order and notifj'-." The bank which advanc-
ed a loan on it sued the railroad for damages, but the court held
that while the company could be prosecuted for the crime the bank had
no action for damages . In vievi/^ of this decision, the statute does
not increase the value of the bill as a security.
Statutes have been passed in Maryland, Alabama, Arkansas,
Louisiana and Mississippi making the railroad liable to the innocent
holders of fictitious bills, the supreme courts in those states hav-
ing in the absence of statute law held them not liable. In Massa=
chussetts, Ohio, and Minnesota, statutes make these acts of the
agents crimes but give no civil right of action for damages. In
Missouri, the cases have been contrary and the doctrine is doubtful.
(1) Before Bill of Lading Com. Araerian Bankers Ass. Denver, 1908-
(2) Jasper Ry. CO. 99 Ala. 416. t
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Only twenty-four states have legislation covering false tills,
unmarked duplic ites, and delivery without surrender of the "bill,
according to the report of the Bills of Lading Committee of the Amer-
ian Bankers' Association for last year.
Twelve states have passed laws attempting to make the bill
partially negotiable. This state legislation has taken two forms;l.
The hill is made transferable by endorsement and delivery. The per-
son to whom the transfer is made is deemed the owner of the property
so far as to give validity to any pldege, lien, or transfer by such
party. This is true in Belavv^are, Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana,
Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin, the courts have iield that
such provision confers no negotiability upon the bill. In Delaware
alone has it been held that a bona fide transferee gets a better
title than his endorser. In Alabajna, Arkansas, Louisiana, Minnesota,
Uev/ York, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin, it has been held that the words
" not negotiable," printed on the bill, excludes it from the opera-
tion of the laws. 2 Laws have been passed proviamg that goods for
which bills of lading are issued must not be delivered except on
presentation of the bill, which must then be taken up and cancelled.
Ten states have such laws, six of them providing a penalty. In six
states a carrier is made liable for loss suffered by an innocent
purchaser through its failure to take up the bill and cancel it.
Fifteen states have laws forbidding carriers to issue bills of lading
unless the goods have actually been received. The Sale of Ooods Act
of 1906 containing important provisions relating to bills of lading
and the Uniform Bills of Lading Act, both of which are being adopted
by the different states will only be mentioned here. They will be
discussed in a follov»ring chapter ot^ The Uniform Bill of Lading. "»
The independent legislation of the states relating to bills of
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lading has not materially improved them as collateral for the banks.
The state statutes apply only to "bills issued for int^r-state ship-
ments. Since they cannot apply to "bills issued for inter-state
shipments, they are not of much practical value "because most of the
as
"bills offered security are for such shipments.
There has very little national legislation covering "bills of
lading . The CarmacK Amraendment to the Rate Bill (1906) requires the
carrier to issue "bills of lading for interstate shipments and holds
the initial carrier liahle to the holder for loss, damage, or injury
to the goods v/nile in its own hands or in '.he hands of a subsequent
carrier. It makes it unlawful for a carrier to insert a clause ex-
empting it from such liability. The constitutionality'- of this act
has been attacked on the ground that it mkes one carrier liable for
the default of another. The Circuit Court, however, upheld the law,
(1) stating that it was evidently the purpose of Congress that the
receiving ca^^rier should have recourse against any subsequent carrier
for loss caused by the latter.. The case w ,s appealed to the Supreme
Court but a decision has not yet been rend'^red.
The only other national law relating to bills of lading is the
Harter Act. of 1893 which defines the carrier's liability on ocean
bills. It exonerates the owner of a vessel from damages, if the loss
from
results errors in the management of the vessel and holds him bound
only to exercise due diligence in making the vessel seaworthy.
Several drafts of bills have been presented in Congress within
recent years in. connection with the movement to obtain a uniform bill
of lading and uniform laws governing bills of lading. TTo act has yet
been passed, but the bill proposed will be considered in a succeeding
chapter.
(1) "^.H. Schmelzer v St. Louis & San l^rancisco Ry.Co. Circuit court of
U.S. for Western Division of Arkansas, Pt. Smith Division ^'eB. 29, 1908
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CHAPThlR 4
THE ADOPTION OF A UJn?OR.M BILL IN THj^ TTNITKr^ STAT^IS .A?nD UNI^ORiM LAWS
CtOvsrmiii.^ bills oy l.adin'i.
As early as 1890 a conference of carriers and shippers
vras }i3ld in Chicaf^o with the idea of adoptinf^ a uniform "bill which
would eliminate so far as possilole tlie danf^ers of loss. This confer-
ence prepared the so called Uniform Bill of Ladin-^, which the rail-
roads represented agreed to adopt. This hill^ althou.^^li far from "being
a desirable instrument^ was at least a step towards uniformity since
it represented all of tiie interested parties. Three years previous tc'
this conference the Interstate Commerce Act was passed which required
railroads to publish the bill of ladin.^ in the published tariff
classifications. J^rora then on the classifications indicated t- e com-
raen carrier's liable for property shipped at the published class-
ification rates.
The Uniform bill of 1890 was adopted by the Trunk line
Association, The Central Traffic Association j The Southern Railway'"
and Steamship Association^ The Coast Steamship Association, and the
Associated Lake and Rail Lines. It continued in use for about four-
teen years. It contained the following: provisions; 1. If tlie word
order appeared just before or a'^ter the narae of the consignee without
any condition or limitation otJier than the name of the party to be
notified of arrival of the property, the bill of lading must be sur-
rendered properly endorsed before delive*'y.2. If tr.e bill of lading
was made oist in the shipper's ov.^n name,v/ith provision to notify the
distart purchaser , the carrier contracted to require the surrender of
the bill on delivery. There was also a provision conspiciously printei
at tile top of each page of the cl issif ication that if tiie shipper de-
sired the goods to be handled at full common carriers' liability, a
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twenty per cent hi-^her rate v^roiild be cliarged. This provision did not
app-!ar on t?ie "bill of lading itself, since it was intended for use
only under limited liability. Tho courts had recognized the right of
a carrier to contract to carry goods at a limited liability'- for
cheaper rates tlian they would ordinarily charge if they were to be
held for full liability in case of los;5. They claimed in 1890 that
the old rates were based on limited liability and therefore they were
justified in charging extra for transportation when they assumed a
greater degree of liability. The carriers thus gave tiie shipper the
option as to what liabilit^^ the carriers should assume, the shipper
pa2'"ing the rate according to liability.
But owing to sharp competition between railroads for business,
the different carriers gradually began to ignore the agreement of 189C
and again began to make independent contracts with the shippers. The
situation becaine so bad that about 1904 the carriers made no pretense
at uniformity'- in their bills of lading. They printed forms according
to the bill agreed upon in 1890 but changed it to suit the desire of
each individual shipper, and in many cases used an entirely different
bill. The sliippers prepared their own bills, fixing the conditions
of liability and then contracted with the rail:^oad for a rate accord-
ingly. The confusion became intolerable and another meeting of the
t rafic associations was held in 1904 at which a new bill of lading
was adopted, binding companies in the Official Classification Territory
(1) This bill )f 1904 remained ia force until the present bill^ as
approved l>y the Interstate Commerce Coiimission^carae into force. It
contained two new features :1. The words "non-negotiable" were print-
ed in large type on its face. 2 It contained the provision that a 20^
higher rate be charged for shipments carried -t the
(1) Official Class Terfc East of Miss. North of OhioRj'vferS.
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full carriers' liability, the same provision which had previously
iDeen printed in the classifications. The words "not ner^otiahle" were
printed on the form to rae.3t the statutes of several states which im-
posed a heavy penalty in case goods were delivered without the
surrender of the hill, unless these words appeared on its face. This
"brought forth a cry of protest since it destroyed the use of the
hill as a collateral. The hankers shared in this protest and were
,active in securing the cooperation of shippers and carriers with
themselves in a movement which resulted in the present uniform hill,
drawn up by the Interstate Commerce Cojimission in June, 1908, and
adopted hy the carriers in Official Classification in ITovemher. The
important step taken this time was the provision of two distinct forms
for order and straight hills. Previous to this time the form was the
same f'or hoth. The order hill is to he printed on yellow paper and
the straight hill on white paper. The word " order " appears print-
ed in large type, and in no case must it he written. The arrangement
of the hill with respect to liability has been changed in some im-
portant features, the object being to make it more acceptable to car-
riers
,
shippers and banks or other parties taking it as collateral.
The order bill must be signed both shipper and carrier which makes
it difinitely a matual contract. Under the former practice, it was
often denied that the contract was mutual. The former bill stated
that no carrier should be liable for certain losses and only implied
liability for damage or loss from other causes. The new bill reads,
" The carrier shall be liable for any loss or damage except as herer
inafter provided." The carrier thus difinitely assumes liability'-
for loss or damage from any cause except those definitely mentioned.
The carriers issued instructions to fill out order bills with
Ipen or indelible pencil and the amounts in both words and figures.
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ProbalDly the greatest concession made by the carriers was their as-
simption of the hurden of proof to show their freedom from negli-
gence. The r^arrier agreed to assume full liability for the value of
the goods if it delivered them without taking up the bill or if the
bill taken up Wc^s improperly indorsed. The Straight Bill contains on
its back the same conditions as the Order Bill, but it is distinctly
marked " not negotiable" and the banker s agreed not to accept it as
collateral.
The western railroads are beginning to adopt this Uniform Bill.
Some southern roads (1) hov/ever have adopted a bill specially adapted
for use in the South, known as the Hayne of Standard Bill, It was
adopted in April 1909, and is patterned in general upon the Uniform
Bill. There are two forms for the Straight and Order bills but there
are some important differences. The shipper is not required to sign
the Order Bill. The following clause appears on the face. "This
bill of lading is assignable. It is negotiable only in so far as may
be required to carrj^ out the promise of the carrier made in the fol-
lo'vving surrender clause, and is enforceable as provided in section 10
of this bill of lading, according to its original tenor and effect,"
This clause is an attempt to regulate the negotiability of the bill
and to limit and define that negotiability.
The Uniform Bill is used far more extensively however. It has
even been adopted in Canada, and is now in use on all the principal
Canadian Railroads, The American Bankers' Association (2)has given
its approval to resolutions already pas;3ed ^7 various Boards of Trade
and Exchanges, providing that no drafts be paid by their members
unless the bill of lading contains the following safeguards: 1. That
(1) Southern R.R. Louisville & Nashville,
(2) American Bankers Association Convention. Chicago
,
Sept. 1909,
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it contains, besides the signature, the official stamp of the author-
ized agent, the stamp showing the date of signature. (2) That the
writing he in ink or indelible pencil and the quantity entered in
both numerals and words. The Trunk Line Association has issues in-
structions that its agents use the official stamp on all "order bills
All the above requirements have been met by carriers in the Official
Classification Territory. The great improvements in the inland bill
which have been made during tthe last few years have now been out-
lined. The Uniform Bill of to- day, while far from a perfect col-
lateral, is much better than any previous form, and if it were adopt-
ed by all carriers in the United States, nearly all the dangers now
existing would be eliminated.
The form of the bill of lading determines only the rights of
the carrier and shipper against each other. It cannot determine the
rights of transferees of bills of lading, they are outside the origi-
nal contract. Legislation both state and national is therefore
necessary to-give them security. Laws must be passed to regulate the
transfer of bills of lading and the advance of money upon them.
A bill, prepared by a committee of the American Bankers Asso-
ciation with this object in view, was introduced into the House of
Representatives in 1906, but was withdrawn because the Garmick Amend-
ment to the Rate Bill passed shortlyafterwards contained some con-
flicting provisions.
Subsequently Thomas B.Pat on General Cc^nsel of the American
Bankers' Association prepared another draft of a bill which has been
the subject of four hearings before a subcommittee of the House of
Representatives on Interstate and Foreign Commerce during the yesLra
1908-9. N
The object of obtaining a law by Congress is to define the
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"order" and "straiglit bills of lading to be used in interstate ship-
ments, and to fix definitely the responsibility of the carrier. It
provides t}iat;(l) the order bill shall be printed on yellow paper, (2)
it shall contain on its face the provision, " T>ie surrender of this
original order bill of lading properly indorsed shall be required
before delivering of the property ,"( 3) it shall not contain the
words " not negotiable ,"( 4) it shall be transferable b^'^ indorsement
and delivery, and if indorsed in blank, by delivery only,(5]l it shall
be unlawful for an agent to issue bills until all the property des-
cribed in it, are delivered to the carrier (3) all duplicates be mark-
ed "Duplicate" on the face,(7i wilful violation of this provision
shall be punishable by fine and imprisonment , ( not more than five
thousand dillars or five years or both,) It proposes to make the car
rier liable to any bona fide holder of the bill for loss resulting -
from violation of this act; also to make it the duty of the carrier
to take up and cancel order bills on delivery of the goods, and to
hold the carrier liable for tahe fraudulent acts of its agent. The
bill was reported at t?ie last session of Congress too late to be act-
ed upon. Such a law could affect of course only interstate shipments
It becomes necessan/- therefore to have laws enacted by the legisla-
tures of the states. The laws of the state legislatures are really
more important in this connection than a law of Congress, because,
while a state cannot regulate the form of bills of lading for inter-
state shipments, it can legistate on the purchase and sale of all
bills within its borders, whether for interstate or intrastate ship'
ments
.
The Commissioners of Uniform State Laws of the Bar Association
employed Prof. Samuel Williston of Harvard in 1905 to draft "An ac
c
to make Uniform the Law of Bills of Lading" for state adoption.
I
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Five separate drafts have "been prepared, which were distributed for
criticism among the various interests. The:^ were considered "by the
Committee on Commercial Law in 1906-7-8. At tlie last meeting held
in Detroit in Aug. 1909, the final draft was approved, and this has
been recommented for enactment in the respective states by the Con=
ference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. The draft provides
for full negotiability for Order Bills, regulates their transfer and
negotiation, defines the obligations of the carrier, including the
essential feature of liability upon bills altho issued without re-
ceipt of the goods, provides for the printing of the words "Order of"
on Order bills and makes an altered bill enforceable according to its
original tenor. The provisions are thus substantially the same as
those contained in the draft submitted for passage by Congress.
The draft of this Uniform Law for state adoption was not com-
plete when the state Bill of Lading Committee of t?ie American Bankers
Association met in Denver in 1908, and in order to meet the demands
from the various states foi immediate action, the Conference of that
year prepared the draft of a bill for passage in those states in
which the laws v/ere very inefficient. This draft provided all the
requirements as to form reconimended bjr the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission which it is practical to make permanent by legisaltion. Its
main features covered the liability of the cp.rrier to bcna fide
hblders upon bills issued without receipt of goods, upon unmarked
duplicates and for the delivery of the goods without taking up the |
bill. This draft was introduced into ten states, (1) and was adopted by
four, Washington, Wyoming, Minnesota and Michigan, with some slight
changes,
(1) 111., Mich., S.Carolina, Penn., Iowa, U. Carolina, Wyoming, Minn. ^
Washington, Oklahoma.
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i
The Sale of Ooods Act also contains some important provisions
relating to iDills of lading. It was drafted in 1906 lay the Commis-
sioners of Uniform State Lavvs of the American Bar Association, and i
the Sale of Goods Act of England, and provides that a "buyer who
does not honor a bill of exchange to which a bill of lading is at-
tached, is bound to return the bill of lading. The authorities are
not in harmony/- as to what the duty is in case the bill of exchange is
a time bill. The Supreme Court of the United States has held that if
the time bill of exchange is accepted^ the bill of la,ding my be sur-
rendered without incurring liability for its pajrmsnt when d^^e "by the
purchaser. A few courts have held the contrary.
The Sale of Goods Act also makes a distinction between holding
a bill of lading for security only and holding it as actual owner of
the property. This is important when the question of fixing the
liability for loss arises. Under this act the buyer must stand the
loss Of the goods and not the party holding the bill of lading
merely as securit3'"«. The buj'^er is given more than a mere contract
right in the o;oods. He may not only sue for damages but for the good
themselves. If he holds the bill of lixiing for any other reason than
as security he may sue for damages only.
It is hoped that uniforraitj;^ in iiatters which are so vital to
our national commerce may in this manner be accomplished. It is not
an experiment. The Uniform Negotiable Instruments Act drafted by
these same Commissioners in 1896 has since been enacted into law in
thirty eight states and the Ware house Receipts Act of 1906^ into
eighteen states.
These various acts merely enact into law and thus give legal
sanction to customs and usages already established in the comraer-
has already been enacted into law^iin six states.
T
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cial world. As new uses of commercial instrimients arise to meet the
demands of the ccmmercial world and become established "by custom,
they should "be enacted into law. So the Uniform Bills of Lading Act
and the Uniform Sales Act should as rapidly as possible be adopted
by the various states.
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CHAPTER 5. .
OCSAU BILLS AND TPJlOUrjH BILLS OF LADING.
>
'
Ocean Bills of Lading came into use as collateral earlier than
other kinds of bills of lading and it was with them that the diffi-
culty through fraud fi rst arose. The ocean shipments v/ere repre-
sented "by three sets of hills which were sent hy different routes.
The first to arrive was accepted after v/hich the others heca-use void
The trouble first arose in England on bills for grain and cotton sent
direct to the consignee. He could obtain the goods on the first
assignment of bills and when the others arrived pledge them to a bank
as security for a loan, representing that the goods had not yet ar-
rived. This led to the passage of the Act of 1855, which was the
first English legislation on bills of lading . It provided that the
endorsement of a bill of lading in such a way as to pass title to the
propertj'-, transfered also to the holder the rights of contract with
regard to such property. In 1882 (l) the House of Lords decided that
the banker who advanced money in the security of the first assignment
of one bill 6f lading had priority over subsequent assignees of
other bills of the same set. The master of the ship or warehouseman
was justified in delivering the goods to the holder of the second or
third assignment if he did so in good faith. If he knew that one set
had already been transferred for value and still delivered the goods
on presentation of a second or third, he was liable for damages to
the first party. The provision of this act has been held to mean(2)
that where the intention is merely to give pledge by waj/' of security,
the endorsee acquires only special property, and that the general
(1) Meyerstein v Barber. >
(2) Burdick v Sewell 1884 ( House of Lords)
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property r'^mains in tiie endoser. A "bank therefore acquires only
special property in the goods represented hy tlie hill and does not
under this ^ct acquire all rights 6f suit and liability. The entire
property passes only v:hen it is t e intention of the parties that it
should pass. The difficulty in deciding the intention of the parties
led to conflict in "he English cases; in some (1) the courts held tha
only the original purchaser could he given title; hut in others, (2)
the oarrier was not held liahle for delivering to a later purchaser,
The "^actors Act of 1889 further strengthened the negotiability
of the instrument by providing that every hill of lading in the hands
of a Dona fide endorsee representing goods to have been shipped,
should be conclusive evidence as agai-nst the master or other r^erson
signing the bill, although the goods had not been loaded, unless
not
the master could prove that the loss was due to default on his part.
This act places upon the master the burden of proof,
(3) There appeared about 1885 a new form of bill known as the
Througli Bill of Ladiig. It represents contracts for tlia through car-
riage of goods from an inland point to the seaboard by rail, thence
to a foreign port by water, and frequently again by rail to its final
destination. This through bill caused serious difficulties because
it envolved the rights and liabilities of both l-ind and water car-
riers^ which differ greatly.
There are s-^veral irapoBtant considerations to be borne in mind
by bankers who advance money on these bills. The English law is es-
pecially important beaause the carrier is in raany cases an English
ship owner and subject to the English law. If through care-
(1) Caldwell v Ball I.T.R. 205,
(2) ^lyn V East & West India Dock Co. 7 app . Case 591 . >
(3) Through Bills of r ading^ Law Quarterly Revie.v v. 5^ p. 424. (1889)
I
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lessness of the parties at the port of shipment, part of the goods
cftnnot "be delivered, the ship-o'vvner may set up the following defenses
1, Consignees have no right of action against him on "bills, the owner
being responsible only to the shipper. 2, The signature of the rail-
way clerk at the i nland port will not hold the master of the ship
where the latter had not signed it, 3. The owner may deny the ship-
ment and throw upon the consignee the burden of proving that it was
actually made. 4. Even if the shipment is proved there are many
exemption clauses in both the Through Bill and the Ordinary Ocean Bii:
which have to be considered. Comj-non e2s.emption clauses relieve the
owner of the vessel of liability for theft and losses resulting
from the default or negligence of the captain or pilot. (1) The con-
signee will find therefore in case of claim for damages that through
one or another of these clauses the shipowner is likely to be able to
free himself from liability. The case is fui-ther complicated by the
go
fact that goods by the vessels of many different countries and ship-
owners do not agree as to the terms on which they will carry or as to
v/hat law is to govern the oce-.n shipment.
Through Bills of Lading are of special importance to bankers
because of the part they play in connection with the marketing of
that portion of the American cotton crop sent abroad. Many losses
have been sustained within recent years hy bankers making advances
on these Cotton Bills as they are called. This has resulted from the
present method of issuing these bills, which makes it extremely dif-
ficiilt to fix the liability of the carriers on the through bill of
lading. Under the present method the through bills are filled in •
(l) The present day Bill of Lading contains the following exceptions.
Act of God, the king's enemy, fire, breaking of machinery'- or boilers,"*
and all other dangers and accidents of the seas, rivers, and naviga-
tion of -whatever nature. (Prom Journal of Institute of Bankers (English
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"blan'c at .the sea by an agent who acts in a sort of doulDle capacity
for both the carrier and the buyer. Tliese bills are then sent to the
interior points where the amounts are filled out for the shipments
they represent and where the local railroad agent signs them. The
agent of the ocean carrier has no opportunity/' to sign them until they
reach the sea board. Thus the land carrier's liability terminates
with the delivery of the goods to the agent at the port and the ocean
carrier's liability does not begin until he gets the goods. The
great danger to bankers making advinces on such a bill is this lack
of continuity of responsibility. Mr. H, Kern, an English buyer dis-
cussing t:.e Through Bill of Lading at Liverpool Bill of Lading
Conference in 1907,(1) spoke of it as merely a receipt in exchange
for various local bills of lading which in itself was binding
neither upon tr.e land nor the ocean carrier. Its value therefore as
a security depends upon the personal honesty of the agent at the sea-
board. Ther!3 is no real security, yet the whole of our cotton crop
sent abroad is financed on the faith of such bills.
Immense quantities of flour, and large grain exports, especial-
ly wheat are sent to New York and on to European ports on this same .
form of bill. The value of these shipments sent abroad and financed
on the security of the bills of lading ai^iounts to millions of dollars
annually. Within recent years some astonishing losses have been re-
ported. One case entailed a loss of $320,000. The situation has
become so critical that many banks in flerma-ny and France have threat-
ened to refuse to accept the bills as security unless some form is
agreed upon which will more definitely fix the liability of carriers,
A. heavy cotton bjiyer (2) made the following statement ; "The greatest
(1) American Bankers Association Proceedings . 1907 p. 19 '
(2) Herr Brugel^an Atlanta Convention. 1908.
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complain we have is against the irresponsible methods of dravving hill^
of lading. V/e are unable to import cotton direct "because of these
defective bills, and we therefore purchase our supplies in Bremen and
Liverpool and are necessarily compelled to pay the commissions of
those markets."
In 1907 the American Bankers' Association attempted to collect
statistics of the losses suffered by banks on all kinds of bills of
lading. The committee was however unable to obtain any satisfactory
results as bankers are very reluctant to report their bad accounts.
Mr. Pierson, chairman of the committee, stated that many millions
were lost in this way that have never been reported. In connection
with our foreign commerce there is, besides that of the banks, another
loss to Arae^-icans resulting from through bills, as was emphasized by
Professor Williston in his report to the American Bankers' Association
in 1908. This is the loss of foreign business resulting from tne
refusal of bankers to trust the collateral attached to drafts.
Professor Williston ventured t?ie statement that our foreign business
would amount to msnay millions more annually if foreign buyers could
trust the collateral attached to uur drafts. The statement by the
German buyer quoted above emphasizes this point.
It is tiierefore of greatest importance to American bankers that
a through bill of lading be obtained which will be a satisfactory
collateral in our foreign trade. Very little can be accomplished by
legislation^ since ocean carriers of other nations are not within the
Jutisdiction ofour laws. Nevertheless the Standard Form of bill was
drafted by Mr. Hayne with particular attention to the provisions
needed for a bill used for through shipments. If a Uniform Bill
which would serve as a satisfactory collateral for through foreign
shipments were adopted in the United States, the ocean carriers could
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probably be induced to use it. Cooperation a^^iong the ocean carriers,
the foreign buyers and the American railroads and shippers con alone
relieve the situation. This would of course be very difficult to
secure but it is not impossible. There is no other solution.

CHAPTSR 6
LAWS AlTD CUSTOMS OF FOREIGN COIJNTRI iHS
.
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The "bills of lading issued "by railroad companies in foreign
countries are used as "bank collateral only to a very small extent.
The reasons for this have already "been enumerated in a previous
chapter. Hence, the laws and ci^stoms of the different countries mea-
tioned in this chapter apply chiC:fly to ocean "bills. In most coun-
tries of Europe where "bills of lading are issued "by railroad com-
panies, the laws go-^'erning them have "been modeldd upon those already
existing for "bills, issued Iby vessels. The principles governing
maritime "bills are well esta"blished in Europe and are provided for to
a large extent in the Commercial Codes of the various nations. As in
England and the United States the "bills issued "by railroads are simi-
lar to those issued "by water carriers.
In comparing the "bills of lading in other countries v/ith those
in the United States it may "be said that evennvhere they have at least
as great a degree of negotia'bilitj'" as in this country. In most coun-
tries they are far mare negotia'ble and are consequently much "better
collateral than those in use in the United States. The Grerman Code
provides the ideal "bill, but one which is impracticable for the Unit-
ed States, under its present undeveloped commercial system. The
French Code provides a less perfect instruraent which, however, has
been more generally copied by other countries than the G-erman Code.
The reason for this lies in the fact that they, like the United State^
have not the highly developed legislative machinery requisite to
carry out so exact and elaborate a system.
In Canada the relations between t :e banks and the railroads "»
regarding bills of lading are definitely established. After loading
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his wheat the small farmer receives on the "bill of ladin^^ an advance
of fifty percent to eighty percent of the goods at his local hank.
The grain is inspected hy government inspectors at the market centre
and the inspector forwards to the consignee the official documents
stating the amount and grade of the grain. These documents are then
sent to the hank and the "out turn" as it is called is suhject only
to storage and freight charges. Sometimes the bank receives the
documents from the inspector direct. This set of papers is "good
delivery" on the V/innepeg exchange.
By Canadian law and custom the hill of lading is made payable
to order, and the holder has absolute title to the goods. If the
railroad delivers t-ie grain without the bill of lading or to the
wrong party, it must deliver again to the holder of the bill. This
fixes definitely the carrier's liability and therefore the bill is
accepted without any uneasiness by the banks. It is regarded practi-
cally as cash because it is certain when a shipper deposits with a
bank a bill of exchange with bill of lading attached and the in-
struction to " surrender documents attached on payment only," that
the drawee must pa^'- the bill of exchange before he can get the goods.
The bill of lading is therefore a high class security in Canada.
The government inspection of grain and the absolute liability of the
carrier on bills of lading make the instrument much safer as collater-
al than in the United States. The bills of lading in the U.S. and
those in England are very similar because they have been put to the
same uses and because the common law of the United States is based on
,he
English Coiomon law. The general negotiability of the bill in England
has been increased "by two important statutes, The Bills of Lading Act
of 1855, making the owner of a ship liable upon a bill of lading
issued by the master when no goods were received^ and the Factor's
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Act of 1889, by which an a :;ent entrusted with a "bill of lading may
give good title to a "bona fide pnrchas 3r
,
althouo;h the owner had pre-
viously sold the 2:oods.This makes the hill more nef^otiable in England]
States.
than in the UnitedThe carrier's liability to the purchaser of a spent |
bill (l) has not been passed upon, althou.';^h the carrier would pro-
j
bably be held, if the bill had been purchased by an innocent third
party.
In-G-ermany we find the ideal bill of lading. (2) There t'le inst-
rument is, without reserve, placed upon trie same level as bills of
exchange. This is poasible in Germany because that country possesses
the most scientific and most complete commercial code in the world.
There all forms of bills of lading are governed by the same legal
.
principles. The shipper must make out and sign an invoice of the
goods, by which the relations between the shipper and the carrier are
determined, the former being liable for the correctness and complete-
ness of the invoice. The bill of lading itself fixes the liability
of the carrier to the consignee or indorsees. The carrier must de-
liver the goods only upon the return of the bill of lading signed by
the person receiving the goods. The carrier is liable to bona fide
indorsee for a bill issued when no goods were received, notwithstanding
the fact tliat the carrier authorized the agent to issue bills only
when goods v/ere received.. It is also liable on a spent bill.
Thus while the legal relations between the carrier and the
consignee and subsequent indorsee are fixed by t}ie bill of lading,
a special and independent obligation is created to the indorsee which
is fixed by the code and on which the carrier is liable, independent
of the contract ofcarriage.
(1) Bill of Lading Com. Report A-B. 9. Chgo . Sept. 13, 1909. "
(2) Judge Walter ITeitzel before Harvard Lav/ School.
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Under the Grernian law, therefore, a "bill of lading has been
obtained that has perfect negotiability, a feature which American
bankers scarcely hope for in our bill of lading under our imperfect
laws and uncertain carrier's liability. The complete German coinmer-
cial code has been adopted by Austria so that the bill of lading in
that country has the same degree of negotiability as in •'rerma.ny.
In France the bill may be made payable to order, to bearer, or
to a specific person. If pa^^^able to bearer, the carrier becomes
directly liable to the holder of the bill.
The bill of lading made out in the form prescribed in the com-
mercial code is proof, in the hands of third parties, against the
carriers, for all that is contained in it. Proof, for example, that
the quantity of goods received was less than the amount named in the
bill, will not be allowed. The person receiving the goods must give
receipt for them. This is usually dome on the back of the bill of
lading. In some parts, a vessel is not discharged until the bill of
lading for the cargo is surrendered. The carrier is liable to the
innocent holder of a spent bill.
The commercial code of France was passed earl:/- in the nineteenth
century, and has been copied with some changes by most civilized
countries, excepting Germany and Austria. Italy
,
vSpain, Belgium,
Holland and Mexico have all adopted it.

THE PRESENT SITUATION
34
At present there are several obstaplQsyet to be overcome in
obtaining a uniform bill of lading. The Uniform Bill in use in o
u-fficial Classification Territory and the Standard Bill in Southern
Classification Territory, are different in one respect which is of
great importance to bankers, namely the assignable - negotiable
clause. The surrender clause d)B the same in both but the Standaird
has prefixed to it the assignability clause which reads as follows:
"This bill of lading is assignable, it is negotiable only in so
far as may be required to carry out the promise of the carrier made
in the following surrender clause, and is enforceable as provided
in Section 10 of this bill of lading, according to its original
tenor and effects Mr. Hayne, drafter of the bill, regards this clause
as of great importance in securing a form of bill affording
maximum protection to bankers. As a representative of the carriers,
he stated that the insertion of this clause in the Standard Bill
was a concession of the southern railroads in the interest of the
banks and the public, Hs urges that it be inserted into the Uniform
Bill, the latter having no clause at all as to its negotiobility.
As champion of his bill, Mr. Hayne stands firm in declaring
it to be much more likely to become a uniform bill than the socalled
Uniform Bill of the Interstate Commerce Commission, since it does
not contain certain provisions of the latter which have been very
objectionable to some railroads, with the result that many have
refused to adopt the Uniform Bill. One of these is the phrase "and
the burden to prove freedom from such regligence shall be on the
carrier or party in possession'; which appears in Sec. 1. Paragraph
of the Uniform Bill. Another appears in Sec. 2, Par. 2, regarding
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initial liability and reads," but nothing contained in this bill of
lading shall be deemed to expiapt the initial carrier from such
liability so imposed?
The Standard Bill contains, inSec. 5 Par. 5, a provision re-
leasing ocean carriers for goods being held at a wharf before
loading on the vessel or after unloading. This release to carriers
for liability for goods held at terminals is not provided for in the
Uniform Bill. The latter is therefore not acceptable to ocean
carriers. Mr. Hayne, in drafting the Standard Bill, gave special
attention to provisions which would be acceptable to ocean carriers
and inland carriers alike so that it could be used for through
shipments of cotton. The Uniform Bill is drafted, according to
Mr. Hayne *s view, too much in the interest of the bankers, and is
thereflore too narrow to meet the local demands of the railroads in
all sections of the country. He says the Standard Bill contains all
the essential features of the Uniform Bill and goes further to meet
the local demands in the South.
Mr. Hayne, in his testimony before the Senate Judiciary
Committee of North Carolina, (1) in relation to the proposed legislati
in that state, defining the liability of carriers for a bill of
lading issued by an agent, beyond the scope of his authorthy,
explained very definitely the attitude of the railroads on this
question. He said that the railroads have in the Standard Bill
ass\uned liability for ''spent" order bills and for authorized "order"
bills ,although the goods represented by them have not been received.
This concession on the part of the railroads, he said ,covered nine
tenths of the trouble with which the banks had had to contend, and
the latter were not justified in expecting them to make a further '
1. Raleigh, Feb. 25, 1S09.
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concession by aseaiming responsibility for acts of the agents
contrary the employer's instruct ious , The question of agency, as
defined "by the Supreme Court of the United States did not hold a
principal for acts of his agent, not within the scope of his
authority, and to change this with respect to railroads would be to
adopt a policy which might just as well be extended to banks, other
corporations, firms, and individuals.
The position of the carriers on this point is clear. They
would regard any legislation as unfair which imposed upon them such
responsibility with regard to fictitious bills of lading.
The southern railroads will oppose any legislation, atate or national,
purporting to impose upon them such liability. They would be more
affected than the northern roads because of the particular method
used in the South for the through billing of cotton shipments for
wxport. This method, already discussed in the chapter on Through
Bills of Lading, makes it practically impossible for southern railoads
to forbid their agents to issue bills before the cotton is received.
A Joint Bill of Lading Conference consisting of bankers,
representations of carriers and shippers, and other interested parties
was held in Chicago, September, 15th. 1909, under the auspices ofthe
Committee on Bills of Lading of the American Bankers' Association .
The question of the form of a uniform bill of lading, and of state
and national legislation governing bills were discussed at this
conference.
Mr. Paton, speaking from the banker's point of view, criticised
the assignability clause of the Standard Bill, stating that in his
1. Mr. Hayne himself was unable to be present to explain why he had
deviated in the Standard Bill from the Uniform Bill recommended by
the Interstate Commerce Commission,

belief this should be regulated by law, and that such a negotiobility
clause should not have a place in the bill of lading.
These divergent views of Mr. PatoAs and Mr. Hayne's are yet to
be recoaciled before a Uniform Bill can be obtained that will be
satisfactory all over the country, and to all interested parties.
The Chicago conference passed resolutious disapproving the use of
the Hayne bill on the ground that it would be "iknfortunate for any
interests to undertake to secure any change in the form of wording
of the b411 as recommended by the Interstate Commerce Commission
until after consideration by Congress and the State Legislations fif
the measures prepared?
The attention of the Chicago conference was called to the fact
that the Uniform Bill Ignored the pmrrdnable freight interests.
Mr. Henry Dunkak, President of the New York Mercantile Exchauige^
stated that in shipping perishable freight the straight bill of
lading was used almost exclusively, becaitse^ under the order bill,
the railroads would not surrender goods until the bill of lading
was presented. Since there Hlb some delay in forwarding a bill of
lading when it goes through a bank as collateral,perishable goods
conveyed by fast freight trains usually arrive at their destination
before the bill of lading. If an order bill of lading were used,
the agent could not surrender the goods until the former arrived,
which, Mr. Dunkak stated, would often cause a delay of twenty four
hours or more. Consequently straight bills are always used for this
class of freight, and banks have made advances on these straight
bills, an exception to the general practice. Mr. Dunkak said that
about eighty percent of the drafts his firm received were on straight
bills of lading. The Interstate Commerce Commission made this "
straight form non negotiable on its face. Commission merchants
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offered an amendment to the order form of bill, including a
apecial clause applicalrle only to perishable goods, so that it
could be used for perishable freight. Such a clause is now to be
considered by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
At the conference, the progress towards uniform state and
national legislation was also discussed. It was reported that the
proposed national law was meeting with general approval and would
probably be passed at the next session of Congress.
A very favorable report was also made of the progress of the act
adopted for state enactment. Ten states had already considered it,
and many others were to consider it at the next meeting of the
legislature.
With the enactment of the uniform laws discussed above, it
would be possible to adopt a bill of lading which in itself
contained no conditious or regulations limiting the liability of
the carrier, these being defined in the statute. Such a "Glean"
Bill of Lading, as it has been called, would make the carrier
virtually an insurer , responsible for all damage, except that caused
by act of God, the public enemy, or other causes beyond his control.
The Carmack Amendment to the Rate Bill, 1906, was the first
legislation working towards a "clean billC As stated above this
how is now before the Supreme Court of the United States to be
tested as to its constitutionality.
(l) "If that court decides that the Carmack Amendment is
constitutional in its entiTety then the way is paved for the
ultimate adoption of the "clean bill!?
The bankers; would certainly regard a "clean bill" as the
(1) Mr. E.E.lilliamson of Cincinatti. Joint Bill of Lading Cofferencej
Chicago, 1909.
'J
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ideal form, and, at the Chicago conference, they seemed confident
that this would be obtained.
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CONCLUSION.
The heavy losses that have been suffered by banks on loans made
on the faith of bills of lading have shown that the present
instrmnent is a very unsatisfactory bank collateral. The writer
has attempted in the previous pages to point out the reaepus for its
being an unsafe security. They may be summed up briefly as follows.'-
1. The difficulty of assigning a definite value to the goods it
represents.
2. The lack of negotiability, which is an essentialelement of
every good security.
5. The uncertain liability of the carrier.
4. The carlessness with which it is drawn, making alteration
and forgery comparatively, easy.
5. The lack of national legislation.
6. The non-uniformity of state legislation.
7. The non-uniformity of courtdecisions.
The following remedies are being sought to correct these defects;
1. The adoption of a Uniform Bill.
2, National legislation.
5. Uniform State legislation.
But it has been found very difficult to institute these
remedies, and the work of obtaining a final solution to the problem
has advanced slowly. The reason for this is that there are four
interests to be considered and consulted; the carrier, the shippejr,
the bank and the purchaser, and all of them will have to make
certain concessions before a uniform bill and uniform laws can be
obtained. The great progress already made towards this end is,
however, very satisfactory. The national law will doubtless soon
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be obtained.
The greatest work yet to be done is that of reconciling the
H ayne or Standard Form and the Uniform Bill, and of securing the
enactment in the remainder of the states of the uniform act already
drafted and in force in several states. If as great progress
towards a pratical solution of the problem is made in the future
has been made in the past few years, the end will doubtless soon be
accomplished.
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